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Well, the magazine this month could be said to have 

something for everyone. I do look forward, however, 

to including again news of events we can all attend but 

as we all so often say “it is as it is”. 
 

I know many of you will have read the notice that is on the front 

cover and can be found in the church porch. It appeared recently on 

a Channel 4 documentary made in 2014 about extreme weather 

conditions in the UK. They confirmed this was not a Tsunami as people 

have sometimes claimed but a tidal surge which is far more likely I 

am told by people who should know! I thought it was worth another 

read in view of all the flooding around the Manchester area. 
 

We still go on in lockdown but at least the vaccines are being rolled 

out so that is good news.  Thank you again to our valiant deliverers of 

the magazine who are happy to carry on getting this publication to 

you.  I do hope the next magazine will hold at least the glimmer of 

Village activities returning even if they are only in the distant future.  

Stay safe everyone. 
 

Sylvia Stokes   01934 834461    ksmagazine@outlook.com 

 

Not long to wait! 
 

In just a few more weeks the residents of Kingston Seymour will be 

enjoying the best connections in the South West. 
 

Truespeed are building a brand new fibre to the home broadband 

network into the village and it’s nearly complete. Although Truespeed 

use Openreach ducts and poles where possible, their network is 
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completely separate from BT. To connect Kingston Seymour 

Truespeed have built a new core fibre network through Yatton from 

their Langford cabinet. This is the last piece of the jigsaw!  

 

Between 8-10th February Truespeed will be carrying out fibre 

splicing works at 3 separate locations along the B3133 in Yatton. 

Shortly after this Truespeed will connect their cabinet in Lampley 

Road.  Once the cabinet is live Truespeed will start calling those 

people who have signed up to arrange a covid secure appointment to 

connect them. Expect to see quite a few Truespeed vans in the village 

during February as our engineers connect people.  

 

The advantages of full fibre broadband from Truespeed: 

 

1. Everyone will get the speed that they have paid for. There are no 

“up to” or average speeds, just guaranteed minimum speeds. Perfect 

for home learning, home working, Zoom calls, Netflix and home 

harmony! 

2. Fibre broadband is far more reliable than traditional telephone line 

connections.  

3. Local service. Truespeed are a Somerset company and have their 

own Bath based service desk staffed by local people ready to answer 

any queries or give advice. 

Please keep an eye on the Kingston Seymour Facebook page for 

updates. If you have any questions please feel free to follow up 

directly with Andy Moore, Truespeed’s Regional Manager, 

(amoore@truespeed.com) 07548 239261. 

  

A small request from Sue and Bob Watts.   

We are hoping someone may have some old photographs of the old 

skittle alley and club house which was situated in Home Field, Back 

Lane and closed in 1978.  We have one photo looking from outside.  
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If anyone has any photos especially inside, we would love to take 

copies for our scrapbook.  Please telephone us on 01934 833803 or 

contact the magazine ksmagazine@outlook.com if you can possibly 

help.  

Thank you. 

Carol Chappell 
Mum loved Kingston Seymour. 

Mum loved the village, the villagers, the club and her garden.  

She was happiest when she was at the club in the thick of it, behind 

the bar or catering.   The outside bars that mum used to do for sports 

day were some of the best, a few tables, quite a few barrels of beer 

and cider and some optics, and mum and I would be working from 

midday till midnight.  

 

Then of course the cricket on a Sunday was arranged and the bar was 

still needed so because mum knew some of the young farmers were, 

let’s say a bit mischievous, she decided we would stay over with the 

bar on the Saturday night.  She instructed the young farmers to 

bring loads of hay bales into the marquee and make a bed for us, we 

took blankets and sleeping bags and pyjamas and kept guard over the 

alcohol. Ron would come up early on a Sunday with flasks of tea and 

coffee and then we would start the bar up again.  Mum loved it, and 

I think most people loved mum for doing it.  The young farmers called 

her Auntie Carol.  

 

One warm summer almost 20 years ago mum turned 50, the party in 

the hall was immense and mum was once again in the thick of it.  

By the time the last of us went home it was 5am, the club hasn’t seen 

a night like that since and probably never will again.  Mum loved her 

garden and was always pottering in her greenhouse or was to be found 

amongst her runner beans, she even added some of her flowers into 

the summer show.  
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If you ever needed a cup of tea and a chat or just went to pick up the 

club keys mum was always there for anyone and everyone, if you 

needed a hand with washing up, she was your woman.  Mum loved 

Kingston Seymour and I would like to thank everyone who turned out 

to line the lane the morning of mum’s funeral to clap for mum and 

show that you all loved her back. 

Michelle Butler 

Carol was certainly a great Village character and did so much for 

the Village Hall.  She will be greatly missed by so many people.  Our 

sympathy goes to her family. 
 

World Day Of Prayer 
 

VANUATU, An archipelago of 80 islands in the Pacific, is the focus 

of this year’s World Day Of Prayer on Friday 5 March and 

arrangements are being made locally for all to help celebrate its 

culture and everyday life despite the lock down making a service 

inside Churches impossible. 

 

The idea is for people to be given access to the online service in 

various ways and then join together at 10.30 am on 5 March to take 

part. Team Priest Fran Binding will also send the service and details 

out in the weekly Kingston and Kenn email with how to access the 

online service. Anyone not receiving this email but wishing to do so 

should get in touch with Fran on: 01934 830120.  She will also arrange 

for hard copies of the service to be delivered to people who would 

prefer it. 

 

The service includes chats to us from: Rhetoh, self-educated and now 

able to provide for her family; Mothy with a difficult history of life 

in a crowded family home; Jacklynda, unable to imagine what her 

future could be. There is a Meditation on a Jesus parable and 
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background thoughts on the current situation in the country. 

Vanuatu’s people are mostly Melanesian with a Polynesian minority and 

the 113 languages formerly spoken there were replaced recently with 

the local Bislama and French and English. Top priorities nationally are 

for educational and health opportunities to improve for all. Currently 

83 per cent of the population is Christian and the writing of this 

service has further developed the ecumenical relationship. 

Celia Andrews 

 

Historical Society 
 

It is highly unlikely that we will be meeting again until at least 

September. We do hope to arrange some local walks if the situation 

improves before then.  Ken Kingcott has written of his memories of 

a long forgotten event... Does anyone else remember this? And if so, 

we’d love to hear from you. Jane Bell 
 

Former Maritime Activities at Kingston Seymour 

 

In the summer of 1970 a strange boat one day appeared at Clevedon 

beach near the Pier. It bore a close resemblance to the “Kon Tiki” 

raft on which the Norwegian, Thor Heyerdahl and his companions 

sailed across the Pacific Ocean from Peru to Polynesia in 1947. The 

crew, 2 young men, an Australian and another Norwegian, told a local 

newspaper reporter that they had built it in South Wales and sailed 

across the estuary, and that they now intended to use it to 

circumnavigate the coast of Britain. 

 

Local children and romanticists of the sea were delighted, but the 

Clevedon beach superintendent gave his opinion that it would be best 

for the raft to be broken up before anyone was put at further risk. 
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Some days later, the raft was 

observed, from the seawall at 

Kingston Seymour, to be some 

way out at sea and heading 

downstream in a South 

Westerly direction under tow 

by a motorboat. Eventually it 

was discovered beached on 

the northern bank of the 

“Guy”, the arm of the river 

Yeo that accommodates the 

outfall of Ham Rhyne, at the 

end of Yeo Bank Lane. 
 

On clearer inspection, the raft was seen to be constructed of 

telegraph poles lashed together and interspersed with 5 gallon plastic 

containers to give it more buoyancy, rather than of balsa wood logs 

as used by Heyerdahl. It had a tripod mast with a cross spar to 

accommodate a large square sail, complete with port and starboard 

navigation lights. On deck was a plywood hut with a vivid painting of a 

fierce mythical creature on one end. They had also painted the name 

that they named their raft “The Tiddly I Poh”.  The 2 man crew lived 

aboard for some time whilst helping a farmer at Yatton with his hay 

making. 

 

Towards the end of summer another visit to the river revealed that 

the raft had been burned, the adventurers no doubt having decided 

to resume their wandering by more conventional means. Just a few 

slightly charred telegraph poles remained, to be reclaimed by a local 

farmer. They may possibly form part of a farm building to this day. 

 

Ken Kingcott 
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Kingston Seymour Parish Council 
 
Well, that was a strange Christmas period wasn’t it?  Let’s hope that 

the circumstances around the next one are much improved and, with 

the vaccine rolling out, we can be slightly optimistic.  Can’t we? 

 

This month’s Council meeting was on Zoom again and I should mention 

that you are all welcome to attend Council meetings – be they on Zoom 

or face to face (when permitted) – and the minutes from them are 

always on the village website, draft ones first, from about a week 

after the meeting date. 

 

Our Police team reported that whilst crime levels in their immediate 

patch were light over Christmas, there is a spate of thefts from cars 

occurring in Portishead and Clevedon – believed to be a gang from 

outside using the motorway to get in and out quickly.  Please secure 

your vehicles and keep contents well hidden ….or indoors! 

 

As the vaccine rolls out, fraudsters are trying to exploit the public’s 

anxieties by demanding bank details before having appointments for 

tests or inoculations confirmed.  Please do not be taken in – the NHS 

will never ask for these details.  Please support any vulnerable 

neighbours who may be concerned about this sort of activity. 

 

I’m working with NSC about the standing water that appears on 

Lampley Road when it rains heavily and are pushing for the gullies to 

be emptied and flushed through.  I have been told that there is no 

progress from the Planning Inspectorate regarding the challenges 

that were put by residents about the proposed coastal footpath.   

Work at the Tutshill Sluice is now unlikely to start before the 

summer with a target opening now in “Winter 21/22”.  
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We’ve agreed with contractors some extra village maintenance 

activity for the forthcoming year – particularly around the railings in 

the village centre – and I am talking to NSC about restoring some of 

these railed areas to maintain their character and enhance their 

visual appeal. 

 

Financially, the Parish Council is reasonably well placed with some 

£14k of balances projected at financial year end.  With the extra 

costs in prospect, Councillors have asked for a 1% increase (@£100 

spread across the village)  in the Parish precept and a draft budget 

for next year has been noted.  I understand that the NSC element 

of your Council Tax is likely to increase by 5%.  

 

In amongst the fight against Coronavirus, the (once every ten year) 

National Census is heading our way on Sunday 21st March and no 

doubt there will be plenty about this in local and national media as we 

get nearer the time. 

 

Please do contact one of your Councillors or me if you have any 

comments or questions about any of the above.  If you have access to 

the internet through PC, Mac, tablet or smart phone, there is always 

new village news and (one day we hope) events on the Kingston 

Seymour website.  Please let me know if there is something you’d like 

me to put on there to share with the village.  The website also has 

direct links to some of the key Government Coronavirus documents if 

you need them. 
 

Keep staying safe! 
 

Steve Dixon, Parish Clerk 

Email: kingstonseymourpc@gmail.com  

Website: www.kingstonseymour.org.uk 

Phone: 07902 798 162 
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Church Notes 
 

If anything good has come out of our 

very different Christmas, it has been to 

make us think differently about what we 

can be for our village. Yes, of course we 

all missed the children re-telling the 

Christmas story as only they can, and 

the bleating of the real lamb and the 

Carol Service with the Young Farmers, 

but in fact, what we were able to offer, 

though different, had a special place in 

celebrating Christmas 2020. So thank you everyone who helped 

prepare, joined in and gave some lovely feed-back. All the angels 

looked just gorgeous, well done the Angels who made them. Thank you 

Sylvia for taking the Holy family around the village and posting their 

location as they journeyed - surprising how tricky it was to identify 

some of their destinations. It was good fun and we loved following 

them. 

 

Thank you Margaret and Anthony for spending many hours recently, 

clearing brambles and creating space to make All Saints more visible 

again from the lane - what a huge difference it has made. Thank you 

so much from us all. 

 

Thank you for the ongoing generosity in support of the Food Bank. 

We sent about 30 children's gifts to be used leading up to Christmas, 

as well as the usual food donations. Since then 2 or 3 carrier bags of 

donations go to Clevedon twice a week. If anyone would be interested 

in helping with the delivery on a Monday or Friday morning, please do 

let me know . For me, it has been an eye opener.  It's a well-used 

service and for the people collecting provisions a clear 
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embarrassment that's heart-breaking to see. The need is great and 

is increasing. 

 

It's been good to use the floodlights once again. We lit them to 

remember Carol and then Bryan. Full tributes to each of them are 

elsewhere, from All Saints we say 'Thank You' from the bottom of 

our hearts. Our church and our village have reason to be hugely 

grateful to them both and Bryan's legacy lives on in the Friends of 

All Saints organisation, of which he was a founder member and driving 

force in its setting up. We send our love to Michelle and Tara and all 

Carol's family and to Sue and Dan and all Bryan's family. During these 

last winter weeks, we aim to show some hope and joy by illuminating 

the church for just a few hours each night. If you would like to have 

the floodlights on for the whole evening, to mark a special day or in 

memory of someone loved, please let Tim Harris know (838451) and 

it can be arranged. 

 

Apologies for the church clock! It seems to have a mind of its own at 

the moment, however I will try to keep it in check and make some 

adjustments. At least when it strikes you have a 10 minute warning to 

the top of the hour. 

 

We send warmest wishes to welcome our new families to Kingston and 

we look forward to getting to know you all as soon as it's possible, 

although Helen, Mike, Eliza and Freddie are no strangers to the 

village. It's lovely to have you living here at last. 

 

No Burns Night or Pancake Races this year......one day we'll get back 

together again. 
Sue Thomas 
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A Message from Margaret 
 

I would like to thank everyone in the village for the many cards and 

good wishes you all gave me when I moved at the end of October.  It 

was all rather a rush at the end, so I didn’t have time to see a lot of 

people.  I am keeping well and I hope you all are too.  I was vaccinated 

this week so that’s progress!  I stayed the first 5 weeks with my son 

and daughter-in-law whilst my house had major renovations and 

redecoration.  I am gradually feeling more settled but looking 

forward to being able to go out more  and pay a visit to Kingston and 

have some visitors - hopefully in the Spring!     

In the meantime, take care of yourselves and each other!  

With all good wishes,   Margaret Laishley 
 

   

A Thank You from the Christmas Post 2020 
 

Robin and I would like to thank the village for the amazing support 

you gave to Christmas Post 2020. Although the “ logistics “ were 

complicated this year to keep covid-safe , we managed to raise a 

massive £ 354.00 towards The Children’s Society. I have received an 

email thanking us all for this generous amount. 

 

A big thank you must go to all our lovely volunteers who bravely set 

out in inclement weather to reach all corners of the village to deliver 

the cards.  We hope that next Christmas we will be able to bring the 

spirit of the event back to the village hall for a more traditional 

Christmas Post morning.  

 

With our grateful thanks to you all and wishing each and everyone the 

hope of a safer, happier 2021.  

 Judy and  Robin Seward 
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Bryan Hutchinson 
 

On the 10th January our dear Bryan passed away in Argentum Lodge, 

Nailsea after a short run of dementia related illnesses. It’s at times 

like these I am thankful that I live in this small village - the kindness 

of you all has been overwhelming and comes at the time when I need 

it the most. Bryan’s final wish was to be laid to rest in the churchyard 

and the service of family and close friends was perfect. A special 

thank you to Avril for her compassion in leading us through the 

service, the flower guild for making the church look stunning and to 

everyone who sent flowers and their prayers.  

Sue Hutchinson.  

 

Bryan Hutchinson and 

Kingston Seymour 
 

As a Village we owe a great debt 

of gratitude to Bryan as he 

founded “The Friends Of All 

Saints” which has helped to keep  

our church in such a good 

condition for many years.  They 

have also been important socially 

in the village due to all the events 

they have organised to raise 

money for this cause.  Bryan’s 

quiet and unassuming manner 

inspired people to follow his lead 

and so the church and the church yard are definitely better places 

than they might have been thanks to him.  It may also have been 

forgotten than he was involved with “The Village Plays” back in the 
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90s helping with the lighting.  I remember how calm he always was 

and always seemed to know what needed doing without being asked. 

Looking through the production archives I came across this great 

photograph of Bryan during one of the rehearsals. I worry a little 

about that plug but I am sure Bryan had it all in hand.  

 

I am sure everyone will join me in sending sympathy to Sue and Dan 

at this very sad loss.                                                     Sylvia Stokes 

 

A letter from our Vicar Fran Binding 
 

Dear friends, 
 

The church over Christmas looked stunning and a huge thanks 

to all those who contributed to that. Across Yatton Moor Parish we 

gave out 270 Messy Christingle bags and managed a Christmas 

Service of readings and music, a Christmas Eve Service, and a 

Nativity Service at all Saints’ and huge thanks to Beth Burdge for 

helping make both of those services very special with her beautiful 

singing.  Thanks to Claire Ray too for live music in church on open days 

and thank you to everyone who pulled together as we all did our best 

to provide a taster of Christmas in a very different year.  

My grandson met Father Christmas for the first time ever and 

wasn’t too sure what to make of him with his stunning white beard 

and bright red outfit but was enthralled by the ‘sleigh’ and ‘Rudolph’. 

I know you will all be used to the tree lights greeting you as you 

entered the village but for me those were a real surprise and a beacon 

of hope and I was sad when they came down.  

Sadness too this New Year as the village said farewell to Carol 

Chappell and Bryan Hutchinson who have both served Kingston 

Seymour so well and on two occasions, in different ways, the village 

gathered to say thank you and farewell. We’ve entered lockdown 

again, maybe more difficult now with dark evenings and cold or dismal 
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days. January and February can be long months at the best of times. 

Some of the worshipping community meet online either on Zoom with 

the local ministry team or joining in with Diocesan services at 

weekends. During the week we have Morning Prayer online and now we 

have a tea and chat drop-in on Wednesday afternoon on Zoom for any 

who feels like company. 

In the very first lockdown I had two jars, one labelled ‘the 

things I am enjoying’, the other ‘the things I am looking forward to’. 

My daughter and I looked at those again last week and wondered what 

would be in them now. I am trying to look on the quiet time I have as 

a gift and don’t have any difficulty filling it up! I really enjoy walking 

up to Yew Tree Farm to collect eggs and saying hello to folk on the 

way. Two things that I had just discovered and I am particularly 

looking forward to enjoying again - Tiffin’s Café at the farm and their 

amazing fish and chips on Fridays and visiting the Pear Orchard with 

my grandson to see the animals, birds and drink hot chocolate! You 

have to ‘accentuate the positive’ as the song says.  

            My faith helps me find hope and peace and the Diocese ran a 

week of prayer this month with daily reflections and material to 

explore. One of the ideas was to just sit and listen to music and pray 

without words but with hand movements. Alexa obliged with ‘Classical 

music for meditation’ and I sat in my spotty comfortable armchair 

and enjoyed spiritual arm aerobics! I’ve never done that before but I 

found it really relaxing. A new experience for 2021! 

 

         We will be running a Lent course online and providing one to use 

at home as, before we know it, Ash Wednesday will be here- February 

17th. Those on the church contact list will get all the information but 

if anyone else is interested then please be in touch. 

 

      Each week I send a catchup email to those on our church contact 

list and a hard copy is delivered to those not online. I try and find 
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something different to put in the envelope that is delivered each 

week. One on my favourites was a card with words written by Bishop 

Gregory of Nyssa 1,700 years ago - ‘God 

is met, not as an object to be 

understood, but as a mystery to be 

loved’  and this image of moving from 

darkness into light.  

 

There is light at the end of the tunnel 

and I hope we are now moving in the 

right direction. 

 

Here’s to a more hopeful 2021.  
                                              Fran    

10 Points to ponder at the beginning of 2021.... 

 

1.  The silliest thing I ever bought was a 2020 planner. 

 

2.  2019: Stay away from negative people. 

     2020: Stay away from positive people too. 

 

3. The world has turned upside down. Old people are sneaking out of 

the house & their kids are yelling at them to stay indoors! 

 

4. This morning I saw a neighbour talking to her cat. It was obvious 

she thought her cat understood her. I came into my house & told my 

dog..... . . we had a good laugh. 

 

5. Every few days try your jeans on just to make sure they fit. 

Pyjamas will have you believe all is well in the kingdom. 
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6. Does anyone know if we can take showers yet or should we just 

keep washing our hands? 

 

7. I never thought the comment, “I wouldn’t touch him/her with a 6-

foot barge pole” would become a national policy but here we are! 

 

8. I really need to practice social-distancing from the fridge. 

 

9. I hope the weather is good tomorrow for my trip to the garden. 

I’m getting tired of the living room. 

 

10. Never in a million years could I have imagined I would go into a 

bank with a mask on and ask for money. 

How did Kingston Seymour get its name? 

An extract by Bob Ford. Published in BAFHS Journal – June 2013 

It seems likely that there has been a settlement in this area since 

Saxon times or even earlier. The Domesday Book of 1086 refers to 

the church at “Chinge-stone” but nothing remains of the Norman 

building except the font. In the reign of Edward the Confessor 

(1042-1066) one part was held by Eldred and a smaller portion by four 

thanes, one of whom, Alvric, was a priest. After the Conquest, both 

portions were granted to William de Monceaux. ‘On the Wednesday 

before the Feast of St. Erkenwaldus in the ninth year of the reign of 

Richard I’ (1198) the manor was granted to Milo de Sancto Mauro. 

Milo is said to have been at Runnymede when the Magna Carta was 

signed. Jane Seymour, third wife of Henry VIII, was descended from 

Milo’s youngest son. It is reputed that the village took its name from 

a lord of the manor, a member of the Seymour family.  
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Wendell Berry - A Poet for Our Time 
 

I have always loved poetry. I quite enjoy writing it – trying anyway – but 

what I really enjoy is reading it, immersing myself in a river of words 

and letting them trickle into my heart and soul, some to remain there 

only fleetingly, others to become, like all things beautiful, “a joy 

forever”.  

 

During the last year I have had more time than usual to read. I have 

devoured novels, old and new, challenging (a few) and light (mostly!), along 

with quite a lot of non-fiction. For once, I’ve actually read most of the 

magazines to which we subscribe, and I’ve browsed a multitude of wine 

lists and seed and plant catalogues. But I have always gone back to 

poetry. How I miss Jo Hamilton, my poetry buddy, who as some of you 

will remember started a poetry slam in the village (like a Book Group, but 

for poetry). She and her husband David shared a great love of poetry 

and in the later stages of his illness we all used to read poems together. 

Usually accompanied by a decent glass of red wine….  
 

It's always tempting to go back to old favourites, poems you know well, 

perhaps since school-days. I am so grateful that in those now far-off 

times we were required to learn poems off by heart. I don’t think that 

happens so much now, although my oldest grandson Theo can do a very 

accurate – and hilarious – rendering of Michael Rosen’s “Chocolate Cake”!  

 

However, the point of this article (apart from responding to Sylvia’s plea 

for more material!) is to share with you the work of a poet whom I have 

only come to know and love during this time of Covid. For me, a small up-

side to the pandemic.  His name is Wendell Berry, and I was introduced 

to his poetry by Julia Bush, who read one of his poems in a recent service 

in church. Described on Wikipedia as “an American novelist, poet, 

essayist, environmental activist, cultural critic, and farmer”, he was born 

in Kentucky in 1934. After spending some time in California and New 

York, he returned to his home state where he has farmed for 45 years. 

Despite working his farm traditionally (with horses), he has somehow 
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found time to produce over 80 books! He believes strongly in family and 

community, that small-scale farming is essential to healthy local 

economies, and in turn are essential to our survival and the wellbeing of 

the planet.  “We must support what supports local life, which means 

community, family, household life—the moral capital our larger 

institutions have to come to rest upon. If the larger institutions 

undermine the local life, they destroy that moral capital just exactly as 

the industrial economy has destroyed the natural capital of localities—

soil fertility and so on. Essential wisdom accumulates in the community 

much as fertility builds in the soil.” 
 

Berry says that his poems are “about moments when hearts and minds 

are open and aware.” Many of them are deeply spiritual, but they are also 

very down-to-earth. They are about ordinary, everyday things, albeit 

acutely observed. They are a simple and gentle expression of his 

connection with his land and with nature. The rhythm of days, of seasons, 

birds, plants, animals, dewy mornings, the night sky, sleep and waking, 

love and loss, life and death.  

 

Here is the poem Julia read. It is one of many hundreds – perhaps 

thousands – he has written over his long life, and one which resonates 

particularly strongly with me during the strange times in which we live. 

Leonie Allday 
 

When despair for the world grows in me 

and I wake in the night at the least sound 

in fear of what my life and my children’s lives may be, 

I go and lie down where the wood drake 

rests in his beauty on the water, and the great heron feeds. 

I come into the peace of wild things 

who do not tax their lives with forethought 

of grief. I come into the presence of still water. 

And I feel above me the day-blind stars 

waiting with their light. For a time 

I rest in the grace of the world, and am free.          
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